Airlines Financial Monitor

Key points

- Although the second quarter was the peak of the financial hit to airlines, third quarter results did not show much improvement. Airlines continue to suffer from subdued travel demand and covid-related travel restrictions. Looking forward, airlines are expected to burn through cash for some time due to the soft revenue outlook and inflexible cost base with high fixed costs.

- The global airline share price index was stable in October ahead of the COVID-19 vaccine news in November. Resurgence of COVID-19 cases and new travel restrictions affected European airline shares most.

- Oil and jet fuel prices ticked up in November on the back of vaccine news and announcements about supply cuts by main producers. However, the outlook for global oil demand remains fragile since the resurgence of COVID-19 cases suppresses near-term demand.

- The recovery in demand continued for both passenger and cargo markets in September. That said, passenger volumes are pressured by renewed COVID-19 outbreaks, while air cargo drivers remained strong. The lack of air cargo capacity also means that cargo load factors remain close to record-high values.

Airline shares had been stable ahead of the vaccine news in November

Airline net losses still large in the third quarter

- Airline share price movements were muted ahead of the stock market rally in November when successful vaccine trials were announced. Global airline share price index fell by a modest 0.3% month-on-month in October, and remained almost 50% lower compared to the pre-COVID period. The wider equity index dropped by a more significant 2.6% but year-to-date it continues to significantly outperform airline shares.

- European carriers remained the weakest performer in October. Their share value fell by 1.7%, after a large 17.4% decline in September. Airlines in the region have been adversely impacted by the resurgence of the virus and reimposition of travel restrictions. In North America, airline shares went up slightly following the announcement that the number of passengers screened in a single day in the US topped one million for the first time since COVID-19 infections began to spike.

- The initial sample of Q3 2020 financial results shows that airlines in all regions posted another quarter of net loss due to the modest travel demand recovery in the summer quarter, which is seasonally the strongest period in normal times.

- Profitability remained negative in all regions but improved compared to lockdown period of Q2. North America reported the largest net loss. On the positive side, losses in Asia-Pacific moderated with the recovery in large domestic markets and the strong cargo business.

- Looking forward, airlines will continue to suffer from modest demand and covid-related travel restrictions, unless testing replace quarantine requirements. Hence, airlines may burn through cash for some time amid this soft revenue outlook and inflexible cost structure with high proportion of fixed costs.
Passenger revenues remains weak in Q3 whole cargo revenues strong

- Airlines in all regions reported sharp decline in passenger revenues despite the modest recovery in capacity in Q3 2020 compared to the Q2 2020. Passenger revenues in our sample of airlines declined year-on-year by 89% in Q3, sharper than the decline in demand since airlines tried to stimulate demand by lowering fares.
- On the other hand, demand for cargo was strong in Q3 since the economic activity rebounded following the lock-down period. Nevertheless cargo yields soared due to the limited belly cargo capacity. As a result, cargo revenues in our sample of airlines improved year-on year by 15%.
- Airlines focused on cutting operating costs in this unusual business environment. However, the decline in operating costs (46% in our sample) were not enough to compensate the revenue loss. Variable costs such as fuel expenses and selling distribution costs declined in parallel to the revenue loss. Decline in landing fees and user charges was moderate compared to Q2 as a However, c. 50% of airline costs were fixed or semi-fixed. Hence, airlines took initiatives to reduce these costs such as employee voluntary unpaid leaves.

Industry-wide cash burn continues in Q3

- Our initial Q3 2020 sample shows that the industry-wide net cash outflow from operating activities accelerated (62% of revenues). Airlines continue to struggle to match revenue loss by cutting costs due to the high proportion of fixed costs.
- Airlines limited capital expenditures by deferring aircraft deliveries and cancelling projects. However, capital expenditures rose to 16% of revenues due to the sharp decline in revenues. As a result, free cash outflow had been 78% of revenues, which indicates that some airlines might need further support from governments and capital markets in the coming quarters.

Fuel costs

Oil and jet fuel price rose in November on news about COVID-19 vaccine

- Oil and jet fuel price picked up in November despite the resurgence of the virus and new restrictions. There were multiple factors influencing the upward price movement. Democrats in the US will likely not gain majority in the Senate, which reduced chances of any dramatic clean-energy movement in the country. News about availability of efficient vaccine bolstered investors’ hopes about fuel demand recovery. Finally, OPEC+ group announced possible extension of supply cuts.
- Despite the price increase this month, the International Energy Agency (IEA) remains cautious about the near-term demand outlook. It estimates that fuel consumption will not be significantly impacted by vaccine in the first half of 2021.
Aircraft Deliveries

Airlines have been postponing deliveries to reduce cash burn

- Throughout the year, airlines have been negotiating with manufacturers for postponements of scheduled deliveries to reduce their cash outflow. In 2020, airlines are estimated to take delivery of ~800 aircraft, which is more than half of the number originally planned before the COVID-19 crisis started.

- Looking forward, the investment appetite for new aircraft is likely to remain subdued. Airlines are currently scheduled to take delivery of approximately 1300 new aircraft in 2021—a similar number as in 2019. However, in light of the challenging industry outlook, carriers might consider further cancellations or deferrals.

Demand

The recovery in air transport continues, but drivers are more favourable for cargo

- Seasonally adjusted revenue passenger-kilometres (RPKs) rose sharply in September. That said, actual RPKs were 72.8% below last year levels, only a slow improvement from the 75.2% year-on-year decline in August, and mostly driven by domestic markets. Recent renewed COVID outbreaks – notably across Europe – will put further pressures on that recovery.

- Air cargo demand also improved in September. Actual cargo tonne-kilometres (CTKs) were down 8.0% in September, following a 12.1% fall in August. Manufacturing activity and export orders have rebounded fast, and there are signs of a busy peak season for cargo due to strong ecommerce demand. Limited capacity however remains a key challenge.

Capacity

Capacity is also recovering, but the recent rise in COVID cases adds pressures

- Capacity as measured by seasonally adjusted available seat-kilometres (ASKs) grew by 17% month-on-month in September. Having said that, a number of airlines – in particular in Europe and North America – reduced their capacity plans for the rest of the year. Consequently, the year-on-year decline in actual ASKs was mostly unchanged from August (63.0%).

- Air cargo capacity improved in September, with a 3.7% rise in seasonally adjusted available cargo tonne-kilometres (ACTKs) compared to August. This was mostly driven by a modest improvement in belly-hold capacity, as airlines struggle to further expand their freighters fleet and utilization.
The rebound in the fleet in service has slowed since July

- After a significant portion of the global aircraft fleet was grounded in April, airlines rapidly increased passenger and freighter capacity as demand started to return. But the upwards trend in the fleet in service has softened since July.
- The magnitude of the year-on-year change (20.5% in October) is much smaller than that of RPKs, as airlines focus on aircraft-intensive domestic and short-haul routes, and because of the high demand for freighter aircraft.
- Overall, there were c.22760 aircraft in use in October, roughly 530 more than in September. In October 2020, there were c. 9550 aircraft stored, three times more than last year.

Passenger load factors improve, while the cargo market remains tensed

- Seasonally adjusted passenger load factors improved for the second consecutive month in September, lifting by around 18 percentage points. At 60.1%, the actual passenger load factors returned to values last seen in February 2020, but remains at record-low levels. This improvement is driven by capacity cuts by airlines for the final part of the year, amid rising global COVID cases.
- Turning to air cargo, the return of manufacturing activity combined with a lack of belly capacity and insufficient freighters fleet size and utilization mean that the market remains tensed. Cargo load factors and yields trended broadly sideways in September, close to record-high values. Looking ahead, they are expected to rise again during the cargo peak season.